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1 Campus Crime
The Campus Crime Docket is
never, and will never be,
edited unless an incident
report involves a minor.
Items in the Campus Crime
Docket are obtained from incident and arrest reports at the
JSU Police Department.
JSU students have the right to
view these public records.
If any information is incorrect,
please contact us at 782-5701
or call the JSU Police
Department at 782-5050.

) 10-19-00: Larry Virgil Thomas

Iunreasonable noise from a motor

Jr., of Jacksonville, Ala., reported
vehicle to JSUPD at Nelson Ave.
and Trustee Cir. occurring on 1019-00.
10-19-00: John Courtney

ILankford, of Stevenson, Ann.,

I

reported unreasonable noise from
a motor vehicle to JSUPD at
Nelson Ave, and Trustee Cir.
occurring on 10-19-00.
10-20-00: Phillip Anthony
Eastenvood, of Steele, Ala.,
reported unreasonable noise from
a motor vehicle to JSUPD at Cole
Dr. occurring on 10-20-00.
10-20-00: Kenny Jay Compton,
of Pel1 City, Ala., reported unlawful breaking and entering a vehicle to JSUPD at Crow Hall
occurring on 10-20-00.
10-22-00: Dennis Lance Carr,
21, of Wellington, Ala., was
arrested by JSUPD on charges of
carrying a concealed weapon at
Starmart on Hwy. 204 occurring
on 10-22-00.
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C l u b s
-

-

O r g a n i z a t i o n s

A n d
-

UDTil' Dawn
We are excited to announce that team applications are ready. We hope all students will participate in this wonderful
event. Up Til' Dawn is a fundraising event in which all JSU students can participate in to raise money for St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital. All you need to do is get a group of up to seven people together to form a team. This
team will raise money to be able to participate in the Up Til' Dawn extravaganza on March 9th and 10th of 2001. This
extravaganza will be a twenty-four hour party with tons of entertainment to keep you on your feet and "Up Til' Dawn".
Go by the Up Til' Dawn office, Room 402, on the fourth floor of the TMB to get your application or call us at 782-8054
* Zeta TAUAlpha
Good Luck to the Zeta Footall team. Awards this week go to Cuddle Bunny- Janna Keenum, Strawberry- Leslie
Perkins and Beautiful Zeta- Heather Plew. Happy Birthday this week to Ashley Rogers! We hope that all women living
on campus recieved their shower cards. Remember that this is breast cancer awarness month. Please come out and support our philanthropy, Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, as we sponsor a Fun Run on November 1lth at nine
o'clock. Please fill free to ask any Zeta for information. Don't forget our ??? Formal is this weekend we plan on leaving at 9:15. Zeta's also don't forget your Zap money is due bt toniight. Good Luck to the JSU
Football team! Go Cocks!

.

Congratulations to Ginny Wyatt for making the Homecoming top ten. The sisters of AOII would like to congratulate
Alpha
Omicron
Piclass on their initiation. We love our new sisters! Good luck to all intermural football teams in the
our
fall new
member
upcoming playoffs. We are looking forward to the mixer with Pi Kappa Phi this afternoon and also the Gamecock football game tonight. Happy birthday to Andrea, Erin, Kim, Jennifer, Lacey and Kelly! Awards for the week: Sister - Jennifer
Mosley, Positive Panda - Lesley Catlett, Officer - Leslie Daniel.
*
We would like to wish all the homecoming canidates good luck today. Thanks to everyone who participated in OUI
2nd annual Turtle Tug. We had a blast!! Congradulations to our newly initatied sisters: Liza Parker, Casey O'Connor.
Charlee Michel, Kelly Copeland, Allison Garmon, and Amy Payne. We would also like to welcome our newest member, Stacey Dickeson. Good luck to all women that are running for executive offices and chairmanships in Delta Zeta for
the 2000-2001 year. We would also like to wish Delta Zeta a happy 98th birthday. Awards for this week go to twistedBecca Murphy and Becky Stone, support- Michelle Zopfi and Stephanie Bradford, alumna of the week- Candace Whitt.
new member of the week- Satcy Dickeson, faculty member of the week- Dr. Whetstone.
Phi Mu
Phi Mu wishes the Gamecocks good luck tonight. Go cocks! The Phi Mu ladies of the Week are Lone Ash, Brandy
Tillman, and Misty Haynes for making the Homecoming Top Ten! Good job ladies. The other awards are as followed:
Athlete of the Week-Summer Bagwell; Phi Award-Kelly Men; Sunshine Award-Lauren Barnett. Becky Wilson is Phi
Mu's Adopt-An-Alum for the month of October; thanks for all you do, Mrs Wilson! Congratulations to Phi Mu's football team for making it to the playoffs and the bowling team for placing second in the standings! Phi Mu, along with
Sigma Phi Epsilon will bring a smile to local residents of the Wessex House this Halloween by trick or treating them!
We hope everyone has a great week and Happy Halloween!

A n n o u n c e m e n t s
Free confidential HIV testing is available at the Nursing Center Clinic, at Lurleen B. Wallace College of Nursing
and Health Sciences. Please call 782-5432 to schedule an appointment. Office hours are from Monday - Friday from
8 a.m. to 12 p.m. and from i p.m to 4 p.m.
A health fair sponsored by the MSN students of the College of Nursing and Health Sciences will be held today
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the auditorium of the TMB.
The African American Association will have a meeting today at 4 p.m. on the 4th floor of the TMB in the
Multicultural Services Office. For more information email Cicelyh@hotmail.com.
Applications for Orientation Peer Counselor are available in room 201 Bibb Graves Hall. Requirements to
become a Peer Counselor are: 2.25 GPA, 24 semester hours earned, have previously served no more than one year
as a Peer Counselor, a strong desire to assist new students in their transition to JSU, and strong communication
skills. Applications are due by 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, December 14 in room 201 Bibb Graves Hall. For more
information contact Eric McCulley at ext. 5278.
The Chanticleer would like to thank those responsible for putting together our special Halloween cover. Gamecock
drawing by J.D. Strickland. Digital painting done by Buddy Rodgers. Photoshop manipulation/layout by Destiny
Barnes. Artwork created in coordination with the Art Alliance. Thanks for your hard work.

JSU forms
Habitat chapter
By Josie Connell
Staff Writer
Jacksonville State University is
forming a campus Habitat for
Humanity chapter to help in the
nationwide effort of eliminating
poverty housing by starting in
Calhoun County
Campus Organizer Kim
Weatherford said the chapter will
be student-run and student-led.
Volunteers help area families who
need assistance in affording and
building a house.
"The families put in an application to Habitat asking for assistance in building a house. .If they
qualify, Habitat's volunteers help
them build the house, but it's not a
handout. The family has to help
too. They have to put in at least
400 hours of sweat- equity themselves It's a joint effort."
And Weatherford said there is a
job for every volunteer to do.
"Volunteers don't have to just do
physical labor. They can help with
fundraising projects and educating
the community."
This might be the first time JSU
has its own Habitat chapter, but
Weatherford said this isn't the first
time JSU students have helped
Habitat.
"Many of the fraternities and
sororities have helped other
Calhoun County chapters in the
past. They say it's very rewarding.
Now that JSU has its own chapter
we will continue to help other chapters and eventually sponsor a house
on our own."
The JSU Habitat for Humanity
Chapter will have its first meeting
on October 30 at 6 p.m. at the
Alumni House.

Thurs 26
Vlrglnla at West Vlrglnla,
Championships at Campbell,

H & V E

A

HAPPY

AND

SAFE

HALLOWEEN!!!

Mon 30

II

the TMB
JSU volleyball vs. Memphis
@ 7 p.m. at JSU

II

Pep Rally at 8:30 p.m. at
the IM field
JSU writer's bowl from 9
JSU men's basketball vs
Team Georg~a@ 7 p m at

1

keeping you safe
keeping you alive
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JSU's 2000 Homecoming
off to a royal start

elf ends 01theaick+lanter n
By Gracie Catchings

By Wendy Laminack
Stc~ff Writer

News Editor

As students at Jacksonville

State University are making plans
for homecoming, the selection of
JSU's Homecoming Queen is
already in progress.
Homecoming 2000 has brought
changes to the court. Women sponsored this year had to have at least
32 hours in studies at JSU with a
2.25 average, said Terry Casey,
director of student activities.
In years past, women nominated
for homecoming queen were
scheduled for an interview with the
panel of judges. This year, each
contestant was given the opportunity to introduce herself and give a
brief background, such as hometown, sponsor, parents and major
course of study. Each contestant
was also asked two individual
questions-one question from her
bio sheet and one general question.
"The crow really enjoyed it," said
Casey, who was afraid of controversy over the change. Casey
heard no complaints.
Last year, 50 percent of the score
was based on the interview, and 50
percent was based on on-stage
presence. According to Casey,
each contestant's stage introduction and questions worked out to be
about the same amount of time as
an interview would have taken,
which was approximately two and
a half minutes.
Each judge could give the contestant 50 points or less. Each
woman was judged on extra curricular activities and scholarship,
poise, appearance, personality and
how well the on-stage questions
were answered.
JSU's homecoming pageant has
steadily grown over the years. This
year, 10 wo'men were chosen from
24 contestants.

All 24 contestants are pictured here on stage at the Leone Cole auditorium on Oct. 19

Brandi Tillman, from Muscadine,
is sponsored by Phi Mu Fraternity.
She is a sophomore majoring in
marketing. Her parents are Randy
and Debbie Tillman.
Misti Wilson is sponsored by Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia and is a senior
majoring in pre-professional biology with hope to become a medical
doctor. She is from Boaz, and her
parents are Joyce Wilson and the
late Woodrow Wilson.
Shannon Smith is from Oneonata
and is a senior majoring in
Secondary EdJSocial Science. Zeta
Tau Alpha is sponsoring her this
year. Smith's parents are William
and Paula Smith.
Heather Stedham is sponsored by
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority. She is a
senior from Anniston and is majoring in nursing/psychology. Her
parents are Richard and Linda
Stedham.
Destiny C. Barnes is a senior
majoring in graphic design.
Jacksonville State University Art
Alliance is sponsoring her this
year. Barnes is from Madison and
is the daughter of Rueben and
Millie Barnes.
Stephanie Janis is sponsored by
Alpha Tau Omega. She is sophomore majoring in criminal justice.

Janis is from Huntsville and is
sponsored by Phi Mu Fraternity.
She is senior majoring in marketing. Her parents are George and
Michele Ash.
Virginia (Ginny) Ellis'Wyatt is a
junior majoring in computer science. She is sponsored by Alpha
Omicron Pi. Her parents are
Wallace and Brenda Wyatt. She is
from Pel1 City.
Misty Dawn Haynes is a junior
majoring in computer sciences
information systems. Phi Mu
Fraternity is sponsoring her. She is
from Ohatchee and is the daughter
of Alvin and Patricia Haynes.
Allison Eason is sponsored by
Zeta Tau Alpha. She is a senior
majoring in criminal justice (FI).
She is from Birmingham andis the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kent
Eason and Ms. Johnie Kay Eason.
All enrolled students can vote for
up to five candidates today from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the fourth floor of
the TMB.
On Thursday, Nov. 2, the queen
will be voted on from the top five.
JSU's new homecoming queen will
be announced at the bonfire on
Friday, Nov. 3, at 7 p.m.

The legend of the jack-o-lantern
comes from Irish folklore.
According to wilstar.com, there was
a man named Jack who was a notorious drunkard and trickster. One
day he tricked
Satan into climbing a tree. Jack
quickly carved
an image of a
cross in the tree's
trunk, thus keeping Satan from
descending. If
Satan
never
tempted
him
again, Jack said,
he
would
promise to let
him come down
the tree.
According to
the tale, after Jack died, he was
denied entrance into Heaven
because of his evil life on earth.
However, he was also denied
entrance into Hell because he had
tricked the devil. The devil then
gave Jack a single ember to light his
way through the frigid darkness.
The ember was placed in a hollowed out turnip in order to keep it
burning longer.
Another account of the legend
comes from Jack-0-Lantem.com.
This is a tale of a stingy drunkard of
an Irish blacksmith, named Jack,
who happened to run into the devil
in a pub on Halloween night. As a
result of having too much to drink,
Jack was about to fall into the
devil's hands. Jack managed to
trick the devil by offering his soul in
exchange for one last drink. The
devil turned himself into a sixpence
to pay the bartender, but Jack quickly put him in his pocket. Jack had a

silver cross in his pocket at the time,
and the devil was not able to change
himself back. Jack would not let
the devil go until he promised not to
claim his soul for ten years. The
devil agreed.
Ten years later, Jack came across
the devil walking along a country
road. The devil

Jack or his soul. The devil conceded defeat.
When Jack finally died, he was not
allowed into Heaven because of his
life of drinking, deceit and stinginess. The devil also had to turn
Jack away because he had agreed to
never take his soul. The devil told
Jack to go back where he came
from. In order to help Jack find his
way in the wind and darkness, the
devil tossed him a live coal from the
fires of Hell. Jack placed the coal in
a turnip he was eating so that the
light wouldn't bum out in the wind.
The Irish brought the "Jack's
Lantern" tradition with them when
more than 700,000 immigrated to
America during the potato famine
of the 1840s. Turnips were not as
plentiful in America as they were in
Ireland, so pumpkins were found to
be a good substitute.

McRib Jr., Big Xtra
or McChicken
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Have a ghost problem?
Meet the Alabama ghostbusters
By Gracie Catchings
News Editor
If you have a "ghostbusting" problem in Alabama, you need to call
the Investigative Committee for
Unexplained Events (ICUE).
The ICUE's Web site touts the
organization as an "informal association of individuals interested in the
study of the phenomenon of ghosts
and in helping people who find
themselves involved in a haunting
situation." The mix of personnel in
this on-site team includes members
with backgrounds in scientific studies as well as those who have backgrounds and talents in psychic
exploration. With their combined
efforts, the ICUE members endeavor to find ordinary explanations for
reported events as well as information beyond the physical world.
"We don't wear jumpsuits or
backpacks," founder Jeff Ballard of
Huntsville said on ICUE's site, "but
ICUE can help."
The popularity of such shows as
"The X-Files" and "Sightings"
attests to the public's preoccupation
with the paranormal. The ICUE
reported that surveys showed that a
large number of respondents

on ICUE's site as a 40-year-old man
with two daughters and a baby on
the way. He earns his primary
income as an electrical engineer and
completed a master of science
degree in counseling and psychology last May. Ballard is a certified
hypnotherapist through the National
Guild of Hypnotists and also does
voluntary counseling at halfway
houses.
Ballard got involved in ghostbusting in a roundabout way. In 1989,
he started doing UFO investigations
with the Mutual UFO Network
(MUFON). During some of these
investigations, Ballard found that
some of the instances people experienced in their homes did not fit the
typical "alien encounter" model.
Ballard found an organization
nearby, the Athens State College
Parapsychology Foundation, now
known as the International
Parapsychology
Research
Foundation. Through this organization, he met people involved in
ghost work and was accepted onto
their team. The original team
changed leadership and now operates under ICUE.
There are two core members of
ICUE that bring to mind images of

Universal ghosts and some close to home
By Stephanie Pendergrass
Staff Writer
Have you ever stayed in an old,
gloomy house where there is a constant feeling of uneasiness? Have
you ever heard strange noises in the
night?
Those events are scary enough, but
this is the time of year when
thoughts of ghosts and haunting are
everywhere.
If you check the Internet, under
"Halloween.Com," you can find
numerous sites consisting of ghost
stories that are extremely creepy.
One
imparticular
is
"The
Shadowlands:
Ghosts
and
Hauntings." This site is dedicated
to true ghost stories and the webmaster-Dave Guliano is constantly
searching for people who will share
their haunting experiences.
Some of the actual haunted houses which are covered are the
McRaven House in Mississippi, the
Edgar Allen Poe House in
Maryland, the Whaley House in
California, the LaLaurie House in
Louisiana, and the most haunted
house in America-the Myrtles
Plantation.
Ghost stories and haunted houses
can be found universally. I recently
interviewed one local Calhoun

County resident
who wished to
remain anonymous. She told
of an experience
that
occurred
during
her
sophomore year
of high school.
While her mother and father
were away one
night, she and
her
maternal
gr an dm ot h er
woke up to find
an
apparition
standing in the
doorway of her
room.
The sight of
this occurrence
was in a house
that had been in the family for several years, and although she did not
openly discuss the experience, she
found that other members of the
family had seen the same ghost,
many times before. The subject
noted that things like lights coming
on unexpectedly, curtains moving
for no reason and indentions as if
someone was sitting down on the
bed were very common. Most
members of the family believe this

.

specter was that of a female relative
that died in the house years before.
The subject also stated that she
would never stay in the house again.
If you too have experienced
hauntings, feel free to contact Dave
Guliano and his staff at
Shadowlands. The web address is
ghosts@theshadowlands.net., and
they would love to hear your story.
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Thought you were leaving?
Why not stay!
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
BIOLOGY
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATIONPSYCHOLOGY
PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN
accounting
general business

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
AND
SOFTWARE
DESIGN
COUNSELOR
EDUCATION
WITH
CONCENTRATIONS IN

school counseling
community agency
counseling

WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN

business administration
criminal justice
education
emergency management
environmental science
management
political science

SECONDARY
EDUCATION

WITH TEACHING FIELDS IN
CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
EARLY
CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION biology
EARLYCHILDHOOD
SPECIAL English language arts
general science
EDUCATION
history
EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATION
mathematics
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
social science
ENGLISH
SPECIAL
EDUCATION
WITH
GENERAL
STUDIES
TEACHING FIELDS IN
HISTORY
collaborative teacher (K-6)
LIBRARY
MEDIA
collaborative teacher (6-12)
MATHEMATICS

If you would
-

-

like to .
know more,
come visit the
Graduate Office
staff
on the eight floor
of the
Houston Cole Library.
Give us the
opportunity
to show you
we are.. .
Right for YOU!

256-782-5329 or
1-800-231-5291, a t . 5329
Email: graduate@jsucc.jsu.edu
visit us at www.jsu.edu
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le State Universi
St. Jude
Children's
Research
Hospital
March 9-10. 200 1 Up 'Ti1 Dawn event will take place at 6:00 p.m.
On March 9th and end at 6:00 p.m. on March 10th.
This event will be held in Stephenson Gym on the JSU campus.
W e have tons of entertainment planned to keep us up for 24 hours. To be a part of this event you
have to form a team of up to 7 people to raise money for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.

How Can I Help With Up 'Ti1 Dawn?
Up 'Ti1 Dawn is a n event to celebrate many fund-raising activities held throughout a years time, all to raise money for St. J u d e Children's Research
Hospital. This event will take place March 9-10 of 2001 beginning at 6:00 p.m. It will be held at Stephenson Gym here a t J S U . All you have t o d o
to help is create a team of seven people, who will work together to raise a minimum of $750.00 to b e able to attend this event.
You can do this through various fund-raisers such a s canning, letter-writing campaigns and may other creative ways. If you can not be o n a team,
we would love for you to donate your time or services to benefit our event. We are also looking for companies to help u s as well. Any company
can donate to this worthwhile event and it is tax deductible!!
The children at St. J u d e fight disease every day of their life. We will stay up for twenty-four hours t o represent the struggles they encounter
everyday. In the end a l l the hard work, dedication and support will b e worth the chance to make a difference is a child's life.

Please help us make this event a success...we want all JSU students to participate in saving a child's life.

Manager # 23 Ash for Scott or Allison
I BPRM, Futn / Onfurn
Onsife t a u
Plenty of
Next to JSO Cam
Cbief tadiga Wa hing frail

I
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Local Scene

The Thompsons are coming! The Thompsons are coming!
By Adam Smith
Editor
Arguably the best band to hit
Jacksonville in some time will be
making a return on Nov. I.
The Thompson Brothers Band,
from Nashville, Tenn., has made a
handful of appearances at Brothers
over the last year and has gained a
loyal following in Jacksonville.
Comprised of brothers Andy (guitar) and Matt (drums) Thompson,
the band has been kicking around
all over the world with bassist
Mike Whitty since 1986. This
"power-trio" plays a rock-heavy
batch of tunes that never fail to
energize its captive audience, no
matter what the size.
Hailing from Boston, the trio
moved to ~ ~ ~ hin ~1991
i l and
l
built up a dedicated following with
their roof-raising performances.

Originally crafting a more polished
country-rock sound, the band gets
down and dirty during its live
shows.
Signing with RCA in 1995, the
group made powerful allies in
country stars like Foster and Lloyd
and Steve Earle, who appeared on
their 1998 release "Blame it on the
Dog." Touring the U.S., Canada
and Europe, the band has also
opened for acts as diverse as the B52's and Willie Nelson.
Parting ways with its record company in 1999, the band has tried to
shrug off the pitfalls of the
Nashville establishment by touring
relentlessly and building up faithful followings with their shows.
Hard hitting originals like "Falling
In" and "Wanderlust" fit perfectly
~ alongside we]l..chosen cover selections like an excellent take on A]
Green's "Take me to the River" and

10/26/00 Patnck Smith Band--Brother(
10/27/00 Driftlng Through--Brothers
10/28/00 Something 5--Brothers
10131/00 Cool Beans--Brothers
11/01/00 Thompson Brother's Band-Brothers
11/02/00 Colonel Bruce--Brothers
11/03/00 Members Only--Brothers

Birmingham
10/27/00 Dread Zeppelin-The Nick
10/27/00 Blue Mountain--Zydeco
11/03/00 Nine Days--Five Points
Music Hall
11/03/00 Sister Hazel--Samford
University

/27/00 Vibrolush--Cotton Club
127100 Lifehouse--Smith'sOld Bar
/28/00 Indigo G~rls--Centennial
129100 The Impotent Sea Snakes--

From Left to Right: Mike Whitty, Matt Thompson and Andy Thompson

The Band's "The Shape I'm In."
TO SaY they provide something

for everyone

understatement. This show is definitely not to be missed by anyone.

/01/00 Moby--Tabernacle
I03100 Foo Fighters--Tabernacle
I04100 Fastball--Coca Cola Roxy

be a severe

JSU ready to do the "Time Warp'hgain
By Christina Morrison
Features Editor
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show,"
the longest running movie in history,
has long been known as a movie that
is so bad it's good. The Student
Government Association has taken
advantage of the popularity of this
cult classic and brought it to the students of Jacksonville
State
University for a Halloween event.
The movie was shown on the Quad
last year, but, this year it will be
shown in the newly remodeled auditorium of the Theron Montgomery
Building on October 31 at 8 p.m.
The "Rocky Horror Picture Show"
made its debut on a small London
stage in 1973, and was performed to
English audiences until it was
brought to the U.S. and performed
on Broadway and elsewhere. The
production was a smash hit in the
U.K. as well as the U.S., which
prompted the movie adaptation.

Many of the same actors who portrayed the characters on stage also
played the film roles including Tim
Curry in the lead a s the sexually
bizarre Frank N. Furter from the
planet Transexual i n the galaxy of
Transylvania.
The film version was released in
1975 to bad reviews by the press and
dwindling returns at the box office,
until the film began being rereleased as a midnight movie at
many L.A. and New York theaters.
This sparked the fame that currently
makes the movie such a success.
People turned out in huge numbers
to see the film again and again and
even began dressing up as characters
from the show.
Frequent dance numbers and occasions for participation present themselves throughout the show. The
song "Time Warp" even has the
dance directions written into it,
making participation easy and fun.
Audience participation quickly

CD Releases
Christina Aguilera-My Kind of
Christmas
P.J. Harvey-Stories from the City,
Stories from the Sea
Hootie & the Blowfish-Scattered,
Smothered and Covered
The Kinks-Come Dancing 19771986
Megadeth-Capitol Punishment: Th
Megadeth Years

October 31
Peter Hinwood, Tim Curry and Susan Sarandon in a scene from '?he Rocky Honor Picture Show"

became a must for anyone who
planned on attending the show, and a
props list was quickly developed.
The SGA encourages students to
participate and dress up for the
show.
The props needed for the show

include, but are not limited to:
Rice - The film begins with the
wedding of Ralph Hapschatt and
Betty Munroe. As the newlyweds
exit the church, you should throw
the rice along with the on-screen
Continued on page 12, Rocky Horror

U2-All that you Can't Leave
Behind
Godsmack-Awake
Outkast-Stankonia
Tom Petty & the HeartbreakersAnthology
Dwight Yoakam-Tomorrow's
Sounds Today
Soundtrack-Little Nicky
Poe-Haunted

,;
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Editorial
with my mouth. It's all a bunch of lies

Me: I think he's an untalented punk

out as some kind of kook.
Me: Garlic?
Dracula: No thank you.
Me:
Dracula:
NO, Iomean
f course
canIYOU
can.have
I cook
garlic?
with

Dracula: But he's got street credibility, and that's what makes the man.
Me: I didn't come here to talk about
YOU
rap with
have YOU
a first
Count.
name?BY the way, do

it all the time. Cow's blood spaghetti
Me: What up D?
~
~ N~~ much
~
man,
~
~ is one of
l my favorite
~
foods,
: and garlic really brings out the blood flavor.
So, here comes another Halloween straight.
holiday, and with it my third Me: So, tell me a little bit about how Me: Stake through the heart?
u~alloween ~ d i ~of i the~ you
~ got
~ to be f i ~ ~the ~fing
~ of
~ l Dracula:
~ ,
That would kill anyone,
the Night, the "Lord of B l o o d and all
Chanticleer.
Me: You have a point there. So how
For whatever reason I usually find that jazz.
are you?
myself writing some kind of opinion Dracula: I don't know really. Just
piece for these things. Two years ago because a person keeps strange hours Dracula: turned 426 last week.
I did a piece on HBlloween and why it and likes the taste of blood, he's made Me: Well,
shouldn't be considered evil by fun- out to be a freak in some way. I'm not Dracula: Thanks, it was a good Party.
Renfield made the most exquisite red
damentalist Christians. Last year I did that way at all.
a piece on trick-or-treaters and how Me: So if you could describe your velvet cake.
they were scamrners and slackers.
real personality, what would you say Me: Do You
that you've been
portrayed as somewhat of a terrible or
So, instead of rambling on and on about yourself?
~~~outdoors~~ type of~ ~ horrible
l ~person~ over the: last hundred
about ~
~and how lgreat and l ~
~ ~ I ' an
peachy it is, I thought I'd do some- guy, you know? I like going to the years?
thing different this time around. Yes, beach, or taking in a Braves game. Dramla: Yes, Adam, I have. That's
different. Nobody wants to hear the Fishing is one of my hobbies too. I One the reasons
sitting down
same crap over and over again, and enjoy cleaning the fish as well. Have with You
I want to
the
American people that I'm just a simfrankly I don't want to write my usual you ever had fish blood Adam?
ple~ man, with simple needs. Yes, I
~
~fluff
to take
l up this lpage. M
~ ~ N: ~ I,~can't say ~I have, sounds
~
so 1
1.d do something
mmm, mm, delicious
so, sleep in a coffin and live in a castle.
pletely idiotic and uncalled for. A let me get this straight. You can actu- Yes, I kill innocent living beings to
thrive. Yes, I like wearing dark
move so bold, it would take an expla- ally be exposed to sunlight?
nation like this to really understand Dracula: Yes I can. I can see my own clothes and a cape. And occasionally,
the full magnitude of it all. So, 1 now reflection, 1 tan very easily, and I do wear makeup. Does that make
present to you my interview with although my teeth are relatively me a criminal though'?
should I
sharp, I can't say, open a can of soup have to live in exile because I am
Dracula.
whatever you say I am?
Me: Isn't that an Eminem song?
Dracula: Yeah, he's a good kid. Got a
lot of style. He's a good rapper too.

Dracula: Either Count or Dracula.
Your choice. It's kind of like
Madonna or Prince. Dracula, that's
me.
Me: Let's do a free association thing,
shall we?
Dracula: Kind of like thrill's interviews, right?
Me: Yeah, exactly like that. Ready?
Dracula: Sure
Me:
Dracula: Big coward. Could beat
him .with one wing, I mean arm tied
behind my back.
Me: The Mummy
Dracula: It's actually a woman who
had botched plastic surgely.
Me:
Where?
Me:
Dracula: Too cold. I prefer Panama
City. Plenty of dumb hillbillies there
who fall so easily into my trap. It's
like taking candy from a baby, or
something like that.
Me: well, it's been an experience
talking to you Drat. Thanks for not
sucking my neck.
Dracula: I wasn't hungry. I enjoyed a
couple of co-eds earlier. Thanks for
talking to me.
Me: Peace, man.
Dracula: Arrive Derci.

A: YOUinterview Dracula,
By Adam Smith

'

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Three Wise Men
5 Restrain
9 Tenant's
contract
14 Gershwin end
Levin
15 Golden rule
word
16 Glwing coal
17 Srnall indication
of something
larger
20 Magnetic flux
densly unit
21 'La - Bonlta"
22 Butter sub
23 Mend by
weawng.
25 Historic tlmes
27 Oriental staple
30 Hostile act
35 Tic-tactoe win
36 Soothsayer
37 African fly
38 Cancel

40 flop
42 Oil-well
firefighter Red
43 Jungle vines
45 -does it
47 Book after Exod.
48 Scandinavian
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Hello? Do you have an
opinion about
Forum is our readers' column.

m?

Our policy for letters to the ed~tor~houldhe
kept in mind whcn sending submissions to The
Chunticleer:
The Chnnticirer will not print letters uhlch are
unsigned, libelous andlor defamatory.
$l~mT~*~

The Char~ticleerreserves the right to e d ~ let
t
ters for space and grammar, as well as style.

m k r Inr

6 Disrupted
7 AAA adwce
8 Kin of a furnace
cheese
9 Actor Marvin
50 Lute's cousin
10 Cawed in relief
51 Quaker pronoun I 1 First vlctlm
52 Merriment
12 Very dry
54 Church recess
13 Cogit0 - sum
57 Oriental nanny
18 Aermaut&
59 lnexplicd
watchdog grp.
63 Top dog
19 Insertion
66 Warren and
indicator
Scruggs
24 "Norma -"
67 Domain
26 Analyze
68 She: Fr.
chemically
69 Earthy materials 27 Writer Dahl
70 Statistical
28 Ancient region in
average
Asia Mimr
71 Deceased
29 Talk-show bod
O'Brien
DOWN
31 Watery porridge
1 Catcher's glove 32 Rome's land
2 Indy-winner
33 Basketry willow
Luyendyk
34 Impudence
3 Spaces behveen 36 Virgule
4 Trislan's love
39 In harmony
5 Sever
41 Mom's girl

There will be at least two weeks between publiof letters from the same person We w ~ l l
publish rebuttals no later than two weeks after
the publication of the article, editorial or letter in
question.

Solutions

cation

.
.

The Chanticleer reserves the r~ghtto refuse
publication of any submiqsion.

Deadline for submifisions is noon Monday,
before desired publication that Thursday. In the
event of a three day weekend, iubmision dead11ne is 4 p.m. the preceding Friday.

SUBMISSIONS SHOULD BE SENT VIA EMAIL to jsu-chanticleer@hotma~l.com.
A l l non-electronic submissions MUST BE
TYPED ! No hand written letters will be accepted under any circumstances

.

Bring rubnussiolis or send through campus
mail to our office. Room 180 self Hall--JSU.

44 Shave ofl
Choce: abbr.
Lament
Jumped
Night before
54 One Baldwln
55 Ring

46
49
50
53

58 Poet Teasdaie

58 Bushy do
60 Strong wird
61 USC rival
62 Scraped (by)
64 Oouble curve
65 Cured pork

.

.All subm~ss~ons
must Include a name, phone
number and student number for JSU students,
And remember, pleaye think before you write
Thank You,
The Editorial Staff
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I didn't see the spider preparing
for the jump, but he must have been
taking some deep breaths and trying
to get his courage up. All I saw was
a small speck floating down toward
the ground. I assumed it was a
piece of pollen, or a bur covered in
squirrel fur, but when the speck
stopped in mid-air, I knew that this
was not the average bur.
At first I blamed this gravity-defying act on Super Extra Flu Kill I1
and
my
slight fever,
but hallucinations are
always better if you're
sure you're
hallucinating. So I
stood
up
and walked
over to the
suspended
s p e c k .
T h a t ' s
when I realized that the
speck was
actually a
fall spider.
"I've been
q
ed
-n
ro
- t-t- ."
- 7

the spider must have thought, for he
began climbing frantically up his
silk rope and back on top of the
roof. I had never given it much
thought before, but how does a spider make a web? Like life, there is
a certain amount of gambiing
involved.
So let's go back to the beginning:
while I was all curled up in a blanket on the back porch, hacking violently, the spider was on top of the
roof doing Tai Chi, a Kamikaze ritual, or maybe the age old courage
building spider dance that has been
passed down through the ages, that
we humans are just too big and
important to notice.
Regardless, I believe the spider
was psyching himself up. He was
about to jump blindly off the roofthe equivalent of the Empire State
Building to Sir Spider. He had no
idea how far down it was or if there
was an anchor for the other side of
his web, which there wasn't, but
there's no crying in web spinning.
He hung there for a moment, cursing, and that's when I stood up to
document the entire thing.

To me, a lot of what I
saw the other day on the
back porch are analogies to life. The spider
jumped blindly. We're
all jumping, though not
quite sure where. We're
all just trying to jump to
some other form of stability
(girlfriend,
boyfriend, degree, job,
etc.) and tie off a bit of
our life there before we
jump off again, and
continue with our web.
Sometimes we jump
and the cliff is a lot
higher than we thought
and then we find out
there's nothing at the
bottom, so we have to
climb back up empty-handed.
Sometimes the wind, or some other
unforeseen malady, crumbles what
we once thought was stable. We
have to go back and restring a
strand.
But humans, unlike spiders, will
sit and cry about it, when that's just
the way it goes. Fall is such a
sobering season, heralding the cold,
darkness of winter. Just the like the
spider, we
are beckoned by
fall
to
fully live
a
few
more days
before
hibernation (or
death,
because I
d o n ' t
think spid e r s
hibernate),
beckoned
to spin the
biggest
and best
web
of
the year, Fall is the living's last
hoorah.
Why?
Maybe as the temperature drops,
you begin to kindle the fire in the
fall that will enable you to make it
through the winter months. Maybe
it is as if every leaf is a fluorescent
flyer requesting your presence outside, demanding you spread the last
of your wild oats. Maybe Mother
Nature is closing up the store and
cutting back her hours and you
don't like shopping after dark, but
either way, the fall begs you to
come out and play one more time.
This is the season when webs are
spun and memories are made.
On that note, I feel compelled to
inform everyone that, if this column
seems like a feverish rambling, it is.
I've got the flu, and I don't know
how many of you have ever tried to
write sick, but it's not fun. I hope
everyone will cut me some slack,
and if you don't, I'll refer you back
to my second defense: I suck and
don't you ever forget it. It's an
ongoing process. Maybe next week
I'll suck a little less.

F 1o

r

u

m

Dear Christopher Lauer,
I am a second-rate student here at Jacksonville State University. My main
reason for writing is to discuss the students who actually wrote to you in criticism about the "Y Knot" column.
First of all, to the young lady who insisted you "join the rest of us on-campus for a little first-hand experience of what we ALL call college life," I
would like to share with her what my experience, this being my first semester here at JSU, of "college lifev is. TO me college life, I soon found out, was
getting woken up every single morning between the hours of 2 and 3 a.m. by
loud mouths, horrible traffic where I was almost hit by someone running a
red light, being late for class because it takes 20 minutes to go half a mile
down the road, ruining 2 rolls of film in photography, and busting my ass at
a particularly lame frat party, which I paid five bucks to get in to stand. Stand
and listen to a really really bad band. That is college life to me.
To the lady who called some of us "DO NOTHING STUDENTS," I would
like to remind her that all of us can not be perfect students like her and may
not be able to attend every little event on campus.
To the lady who wanted to see Point of Grace and Michael W. Smith all I
have to say is "No. Please, no." I don't want to see Vertical Horizon or
Destiny's Child as much as I don't want to see Point of Grace.
And by the way, I did not know that students not in the SGA could attend
SGA meetings; at the college I attended before transferring to good 01' JSU,
non-SGA members were not allowed to come to meetings, so I am SO sorry
I have not been at any SGA meetings, I just did not know. Maybe if I did
more on campus I would have more friends and be a good little student and
make all of you happy. Or maybe next year I will join a sorority and just buy
all my friends. That seems simpler.
The SGA did not have a big enough budget to get a band. So instead of
whining, get involved and help out. If you don't want to get involved, then
shut up.
Sincerely,
Nicole Bates
Dear Managing Editor Chris Lauer
First of all I can't believe I called you mister, and second, what's all the fuss
about? Is everyone at JSU afraid of you? I think they are. Since when has a
little free speech caused so much controversy? Well, I take that back, when
has a little free speech not caused controversy?
It seems to me that people at JSU are afraid of getting their toes stepped on
a little. What is the press if it is not the "watch dog," for the government? And
what is the SGA, but the Student Government Association? It seems to me
they should be a self-patrolling body, but evidently they are not. So, it seems
logical that it is the place of the newspaper to keep them on their toes. Am I
wrong? Can the SGA do whatever they please? Why not, aren't they supposed to be a representation of our own governmental system?
I think there are people out there who are really concerned with your opinions, and I think you should take that with pride. At least the people who
write you hate mail read The Chanticleer, and I might be wrong to say this,
but I think most of the people around campus can't wait until Thursday just
to see what they can get pissed off about next. More power to you voice of
the voiceless, champion of the poor, savior of nations.
Yours 'mlly,

Erik Green
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to certain remarks made by Bill Smith in last
week's edition of The Chanticleer. I am Gina Smith. Do you know me? I
am Miss JSU. I am the former news editor. What, beyond those two simple
facts, do you know about me?
I resigned my position at The Chanticleer for personal reasons. I have no
obligation to explain those reasons to you or to any other member of the student body. However, in order to keep readers of your letter from concluding
that Miss JSU is just another apathetic individual wasting good air at this university, I am compelled to react.
I chose to leave The Chanticleer mainly because of financial problems. As
you, an informed, active JSU student, should know, working for The
Chanticleer is a university job. The position of news editor offers $5.15 an
hour for 15 hours weekly. That amount was simply not enough to pay rent,
utilities, buy groceries, and put gas in my vehicle. With 16 hours of classes
this semester, a second job in addition to my position at The Chanticleer
would have posed a threat to me academically. I am here at JSU on an academic scholarship and maintaining the required GPA is vital to my ability to
continue my college education.
I do agree we have a serious lack of student involvement at JSU. I have
tried very hard to make the position of Miss JSU one that is more involved
on campus. However, I have run up against many roadblocks and am currently working with President Meehan to remove these obstacles.
But instead of all the yah-yah flying around about lack of student involvement, why don't we put money where our mouth is? Do something about it!
Stop pointing fingers when every single one of us could do more to be a part
of JSU.
You set an example by no longer attending football games. You were
embarrassed? Did you ever stop to think that you could have made a difference? Did it ever cross your mind that your presence there could have
encouraged your friends to attend? Idealistic though it may be, I believe one
person can make a difference. If we all adopt this attitude, imagine where we
can take our university.
Yours truly,
Gina Smith

"What kind of candy
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JSU mpus Bookstore
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Thanks for
visiting the
J.S. U. Campus
Bookstore
during our
grand opening.
Come visit
again and
see our great
selection of
fall and winter
clothing and

Bookstore Manager, Randall Stephens, presents gift
certificate to Meredith Barns during the grand opening of the bookstore on September 6,2000.
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Manager Intern, Josh Padgham, presents grand prize
winner with a palm pilot during grand opening.
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Bookstore Manager, Randall Stephens, presents gift
certificate to Melody Fletcher during the grand opening of the bookstore on September 6,2000.

Bookstore Manager, Randall Stephens, presents,
Christal McFadden with textbook scholarship.
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25% Off
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the regular price on all JSU gifts and clothing
including the Greeks with this coupon.
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Expires: 12/24/00

Visit Our Website At: www.jsubookstore.com
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wedding guests.
Newspapers - When Brad and

foods
to
possess
your
stomach
Frightening

Janet
coversare
hercaught
head in
with
theastorm,
newspaper.
Janet
At this point, you should likewise
cover your head.
Water pistols - These are used by
members of the audience to simulate the rainstorm that Brad and
Janet are caught in, which makes
the newspapers useful.
Flashlights - During the
a
light" verse of "Over at the
Frankenstein Place, " you should

B~ G~~~~~
catchines
N~~~ ~
d
i

light up the theater with
Rubber gloves - During and after
the creation speech, Frank snaps his
rubber gloves three times. Later,
Magenta pulls these gloves off his
hands. You should snap your gloves
along with them each time.
Noisemakers - ~t the end of the
creation speech, the Transylvanians
respond with applause and noisemakers. Since you are posing as a
Transylvanian, you should do likewise.
- At the end of the
''Charles A t l a Song" reprise? the
Transylvanians throw confetti as
Rocky and Frank head toward the
bedroom. The audience should feel
happy about their consummation
and should also throw confetti.
~
~paperi - when
l
~D ~ scott
.~
enters the lab, Brad cries out "Great
Scott!" At this point, you should
hurl rolls of toilet paper into the air.
(Preferably Scotts.)
Toast - When Frank proposes a
toast at dinner, numbers of the
audience throw toast into the air.
Bell - During the song "Planet
Schmanet," ring the bell when
Frank sings "Did you hear a bell
ring?"
Cards - During the song "I'm
Going
Frank sings
for sorrow, cards for pain." At this
point you should shower the theater
with cards.

36 oz. un-sweet apple juice concentrates-thaw, undiluted
5 c. water
4 c. Vodka-can use water instead
* c. limejuice
* gal. Lime sherbet-softened
8 c. club soda-chilled
Combine apple juice, water, vodka
and limejuice in a large
Cover and chill. Just before serving, spoon sherbet into a large
punch bowl; slowly pour apple
juice mixture and club soda over
sherbet, stirring gently.
Salad: Varicose Veins on a Leaf
15-* oz. French-style green beans
1 head iceberg lettuce
Red food coloring
6 tbsp. Almonds-sliced
Heat the beans in their liquid
according to the directions on the
can. Wash the lettuce and arrange
the leaves On a serving platter. Pour
the beans and liquid into a glass
bowl. Add red food coloring, drop
by drop, until the liquid turns red.
Place the bowl in the refrigerator for
15 min. Using a slotted spoon,
remove the beans and place them in
a vein-like pattern on top of the
leaves. Sprinkle almonds on the
beans for an added bony crunch and
flavor.
Soup: Bleeding Gums Gumbo
fresh
2 red bell peppers-core and remove
seeds
1 can chicken gumbo soup, condensed

.

~

~

~

If you and your friends are not
quite sure what to do this
Halloween, exercise your culinary
skills and scare up some fun with
these dinner party ideas. These
drinks and Halloween antics guarantee a good time to be had by all.
Drinks: Witch's Brew

1 can tomato soup, condensed
ingredients with the spaghetti sauce
2 cups water
and garnishes in a large bowl. To
11 oz. canned whole kernel corn- form the corpse: In an ungreased
drained
baking pan, sculpt the meat mixture
Carefully chop tomatoes into into a body.
small blood-clotty pieces and red Using olives for eyes, corn for teeth
peppers into gum shapes (cut the and pimentos for a tongue, decorate
peppers in half from stem to bottom, your loaf. Feel free to use other
then cut each half crosswise). Set vegetables too. Pour spaghetti
aside. Pour the soups and water into sauce around the corpse and bake
a large saucepan and cook at medi- for about 1 hr. 15 min. Right before
um heat until the mixture comes to a serving, stick a dagger (butter knife)
boil. Lower the heat and let sim- into the "heart" of the corpse as a
mer. Add the blood closts, gums garnish.
Dessert: Penn and Teller Dessert
and corn kernels (rotting teeth) to
the soup and continue to simmer, This may seem a little elaborate, but
stirring occasionally, for about 5 it's definitely worth the effort.
min., or until gums are tender. Red Jell-0 mix
Ladle into individual soup bowls.
Cool whip
Main Course: Dead Man's Meat Karo syrup
Loaf
Dark red wine or grape juice
1-* lbs. Ground beef
Chocolate glaze, cherries, strawberI egg-beaten
ries-for garnish
I c. breadcrumbs
Start by making the Jell-0 but use
1 tbsp. Ketchup
two to three times as much mix as
ltsp. Salt
you normally would, to thicken up
* tsp. Garlic powder
the consistency. After this is mixed,
* tsp. Pepper
stir in some cool whip, and pour it
* c. minced onions
into your favorite
party
26 oz. spaghetti sauce
mold (the dome shape works best).
Olives, corn kernels and pimentos
Place some Karo syrup in a clean
plastic bag. Now add the dark red
for garnish
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. wine or grape juice. What you want
Using clean hands, mix together all is a semi-thick VERY dark red

the bag in the mold so that
the bag is still floating on top. Keep
in mind that you want the
plus the bag to
the

mold, but have a level surface, as
this is going t? be flipped over later.
Refrigerate and
and
Set.

After

and set

the

Continued on page 12, Fright ~ o o d
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JACKSONVILLE FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
(Located behind McDonald's)

I
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Cont~nuedfrom page 12, Frightening Foods

ries and
mold
with
strawberries.
chocolate Allow
glaze. to set

I Drifting Through looking to cast a "spell" on Jacksonville
"Sweetest Things" offer up some
fine lyrics. The band shines instrumentally on "McMurphy" and
"Hatteras." Acting as a melting pot
for every genre of music, Drifting
Through plays tight, incendiary
grooves that cut straight through to
your stream of consciousness.
Drifting Through also had some
help on "Spell" from accomplished
producer,
Don
McCollister.
McCollister's efforts can also be
heard on releases by Sister Hazel,

further if necessary, and then bring
it
out to your guests.
At this point your guests will
probably be ooing and ahhhing
over this rather nice dessert you've
prepared. Make sure you've got a
big butcher knife on hand as you
get ready to make the cut.
Cut into the side of the mold
making sure you cut deeply
enough to cut the bag very wide.
As you continue to cut out a piece
of the gelatin mold, the bag will
leak into this, and your dessert will
have the appearance of "bleeding."
Cut out one of these bloody pieces
of gelatin and plop it onto a plate.
With any luck, it will look like a
recently extracted body organ.
Party Pleaser
If you're looking for some afterdinner entertainment, try this variation of bobbing for apples. The
concept is the same, but the ingredients are quite different.
Get a large champagne glass,
about three to four feet high. A vat
or tub works just as well, but the
oversized champagne glass offers
better effect.
This is the,container for your giant
Martini. Your guests. will be bobbing for the olives! This one's sure
to bring a lot of laughs.

By Adam Smith
Editor

Drifting Through based out of
Raleigh, N.C., will play Brothers in
Jacksonville tomorrow night for the
first time.
Touring in support of their latest
album "Spell," the band has played
areas as widely diverse as
Maryland, New York, Atlanta,
Charlotte and their own hometown
of Raleigh.
Capitalizing on the modern-day
"jam band" appeal, the group mixes
their technical flash on extended
numbers. However, these guys pack
a guitar punch courtesy of string
bender Jay Doyle. Magnificent

Cowboy Mouth and Shawn Mullins.
The band also got a co-production
credit for the aurally pleasing disc.
Kirsch encourages everyone to
download the band's music from
their website www.driftingthrough.com or from Napster for further proof.
What does the future hold for the
band? "Good question," said
Kirsch. "My goal is to keep playing
some big theatres. That's what we
want to do is keep playing music."

organ by Brain Werner and the
knockout duo of Everett Bolton and
Paul Madigan help anchor the band
rhythmically.
Lead singer Randall Kirsch insists
that Drifting Through is much more
than just another jam band. "We're
very song oriented," said Kirsch.
"We jam on a groove or on an emotion. "Every person in the band is
comfortable with improvisation."
Kirsch's lyrics are also what sets
this band apart froin the rest. Kirsch
relies on telling stories in most of
the songs from "Spell," the group's
latest release. "I'm super excited
about that disc," said Kirsch. "Most
of the songs are mine."
Songs like "Twilight" and

We're your Record Store!
Over 20,000 new and used cd's in stock. Best prices anywhere.
Best selection of imports in the Southeast. T-shirts Incense Posters Stickers
Listen Before you Buy. Next Day Special Orders At No Extra Charge.
Full Selection: Rap @Rock Alt. Country @jazz.Dance and Any other flavor of the day.
We don't just sell it We listen to it and We know it.

-

Slip Disc
72 3 S. Quintard Avenue

- Anniston

(across f r o m Ruby Tuesday's)

10% off all items
Same excludes apply, see stare for details.
Indenendent & Prowd
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What's Your sign?
"Bartering

Lines,"

with

its

Today's Birthday (Oct. 26). Your plans could lead to success, but keep
them private for a while. Let worries motivate you, not slow you down in
November. You're lucky at finding valuables in December. Give a little at

Heartbreaker
ly ballad that truly conveys the
intended emotion.

Aries (March 21-April 19) - Today is a 6 - A team effort could run into
difficulties, soon. You haven't budgeted enough for all the expenses. The

tious visionaries.
personalitjes: one for musing and
one for moping. Adams wants des-

"Heartbreaker," is, not surprisingly,
spotty and schizophrenic. Adams

of k'arsons' drawl ("bought a barrowed suit an' learned t' daince").

obtuse imagery and ineffective
wordplay. Some songs are so

be taken out and liquored up, taken
advantage of and usedl all for the

today is early. As the day goes on, you get busier. Tonight you may be
swamped! The good news is you'll get a lot done. The bad news is snuggle

voice a wistful, wounded twang.
self-pity; his penchant for woe-isme posturing recalls Morrisey
(whom he argues about in the hilar-

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is a 6 - Home is where you'd like to be,
snuggled up with a good book. Somebody may have other plans for your

and silliest.
That's a couple of interesting
putting; even Parsons wasn't this

quickly became the posterboys for
the No Depression movement. But
Adams and company were always a
bit derivative-their
second-hand
influences diluted by more ambi-

David Rawlings to his sound was a
good mOve-the~ bring an
tic, rustic sound.to his balladry and
bum off some of the sweetness.

wait. It'll get easier. Somebody else might want to make the decision for
you. Besides, you need to find out what your sweetheart thinks. That might

lia; we'd all be the better for, it.
BY G a h a m Smith

something you're learning. Your doubts about your abilities don't help one
bit. Instead of worrying, study. Get a good friend to be your coach.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - Today is a 5 - A friend's great scheme to
make a million still has a few rough spots. YOUmight not know about a few
details, too. Better move slowly on that one if money's involved - especially if it's your money.

sings passionately on the chorus dri-

T~~ short seems to be a throwback
to that well-entrenched low tradition. ~h~ Oakland, Calif., bred smut
rapper has been making the same
record for 15 years now. Using
what may be rap's most laconic
voice, he espouses the virtues of
drinking 4os, smoking marijuana,
pimpin' ho#$, playin' dice and gettin' booty as much as one hustler
possibly can in the span of an hour.

sh$t/ That's foreplay1 Now I'm
about to fu$# you on the floor on the
doorway," the rapper says in the
repugnant but hilarious "Anything
is Possible," the album's leading
track.
TOO$hart makes no bones about
his hip-hop niche, but that doesn't
mean he's just a novelty artist. One
of the reasons he's managed to stick
around for so long is that besides

does nothing to swerve from his ribald tradition.
Best I can figure, T~~ $ho* doesn't even try to make a radio-friendly
song, -1 know how to treat a bit*$/
F&$k all that nice-ass sweetheart

pretty good ones. The beats on
"You Nasty," his 12th album, are
laid-back, funky and deliciously
groovy. On "Be MY Dirty Love,"
the rapper teams with producer Eric
to

a tight track.

takable: His voice remains calm and
unshaken. It gives him an understated ruthlessness. He plods along
like he just woke up from a nap.
The deliberate pace is what drives
the outrageousness home on tracks
such as ''Pimp Sh&$." And same
can be said of "Just Like Dope," on
which he celebrates a certain part of
a woman's anatomy as if it were a
holiday.
This is music that screams to be
hidden under the bed (and makes
album art showing him as he cavorts
with a naked woman to drive home
$hart; he's a throwback to the bad
old ranchier days of the past days of
rap.
BY Anthony Hill

*Thursday...Patrick Smith Band
*Friday...Drifting Through
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THE WEEK IN
Gamecock wide receiver
Cedric Allen catches
Thrill's passes on this
week's One on One

Southwest Texas slips by the Gamecocks B i ~ k ~ C 1 l t t a m ~
Gamecocks had allowed in the first
quarter this season.
The Gamecocks answered late in
Carlow James was the man last the first quarter when Herman Bell
Saturday. James rushed for 114 caught a 29-yard touchdown pass
Brad
yards on only five carries and a from Reggie Stancil.
touchdown. Unfortunately, that Hopkins' extra point capped a 96wasn't enough for the Gamecocks yard, six play drive.
The Bobcats fought back to take a
to pull off a win as they loss 28-24
14-7 lead after going 80 yards in 14
in a shoot-out.
Southwest Texas also put on an plays. The touchdown came on a
unexpected rushing exhibition. 15-yard pass from Griffen to
Bobcat running backs Bronson Stewart with just :19 left in the half.
The Gamecocks tied the game up
Sanders and Lee Davis combined
for 257 yards on 37 carries and two after Carlow James scampered 46
yards on the third play of the third
touchdowns.
Hopkins' extra point
"I don't have the answer right quarter.
now," JSU head coach Jack Crowe capped an 80-yard, three play drive
said. following the game. "I'm for the Gamecocks.
very surprised Southwest Texas was
The Bobcats answered by returnable to run the ball down our throat ing the ensuing kick-off back to the
Gamecocks' 14 yard line. On the
on that last drive for the win."
The Bobcat rushing attack had to first play, Lee Davis rambled in for
be totally unexpected by the the touchdown to give them the
Gamecock defense. Southwest lead. Martinez kicked the extra
Texas could only muster a mere 51 point as SWT built a 21-14 advanyards in the previous game they rage.
The Gamecocks responded by
played.
"That wasn't how the Bobcats scoring the next 10 points. Hopkins
play," SWT running back Bronson kicked a 29 yard field goal after the
Sanders said. "We wanted to come Gamecocks went 59 yards in 15
out and make our mark on our home plays as they &t the lead to 21-17
with 6:21 remaining in the third
turf."
Southwest Texas built a 7-0 lead quarter.
early in the first quarter after Jason
Then they took their first 'lead of
Griffin tossed a 39-yard pass to the game when Rondy Rogers
James Stewart at the 9:38 mark. scored on a 10 yard run. Hopkins'
Martinez added the extra point and extra point gave the. Gamecocks a
it was the first touchdown the 24-21 lead at the end of the third
By Anthony Hill
Sports Editor

By Anthony Hill
Sports Editor

JSU cornerback Delvin Hughley gets brought down during a punt return in Saturday's
loss to Southwest Texas.

quarter.

The Bobcat 'running game
responded in the fourth quGerr Lee
Davis covered 55 yards, including a
3-yard score in the Bobcats' second
drive of the fourth quarter. Davis'
touchdown gave Southwest Texas a
28-24 lead with 2:11 remaining in
the game.
"I'm disappointed that we let them
get the lead back," said Crowe. "It
was a very dominant, in-your-face
kind of drive. I thought we were
capable of keeping that from hap-

pening against this team."
The Gamecocks offense was lead
by Carlow James. Rogers finished
with 91 yards on 19 carries.
Sophomore quarterback Reggie
Stancil was 13-of-26 for a seasonhigh 176 yards and a touchdown
through the air.
The Gamecocks will host Stephen
F. Austin tonight in a must-win
game that will be televised by Fox
SportsNet. Kick-off is set for 6:30
p.m.

The Gamecocks hope to snap losing streak
By Anthonv Hill
Sports Editor
The Gamecocks will take the field tonight in
hopes of snapping a three-game losing streak.
They will take on the Stephen F. Austin
Lumberjacks, who just last week snapped a threegame losing streak of their own.
"I feel that as a team we have something to
prove," said Gamecocks defensive back Delvin
Hughley. "Game time is not getting here soon
enough, because we lost some close games that
we should have won and the wait is very frustrating."
Lumberjack quarterback Wes Pate, who passed
for two touchdowns, drove the ball 87 yards and
ran a one yard touchdown late in the game to lift
the Lumberjacks to a 27-20 victory over Nicholls
State last Saturday. The irony of that is that the
Gamecocks have lost two games this season on
the opposing teams final drive of the game.
"I think we are a sounder football team since the
last time we played at home," said Gamecock
head coach Jack Crowe. "I think this team understands what playing at home means and I think

the leaders of the team understands the environment that we create at home."
The Gamecocks and Lumberjacks have only
met four times, with Stephen F. Austin holding
the edge in the series at 3-1. The two schools first
met on the field in 1996. The Lumberjacks won
that game in a 42-10 blow out at Paul Snow
Stadium. The Gamecocks lone win in the series
came in 1998. The Gamecocks squeaked out a
22-16 win in front of a televised audience at Paul
Snow Stadium. Last season, the Lumberjacks
defeated the Gamecocks in Nacogdoches, 33- 16.
The Gamecocks could have very easily been 42 coming into this game. Unfortunately, they are
2-4 due to a few late scores by Sam Houston State
and Southwest Texas.
The Gamecocks seem to still be optimistic and
confident that they will get things going in the
right direction tonight.
"I think that this will help us out a lot by us coming home," said Gamecock defensive back
Delvin Hughley. "It's just a good atmosphere to
play on a Thursday. We seem to play well on
Thursdays."
The Gamecocks seem hungry for a victory to

prove to the fans that they are a good football
squad. They also feel that the fan support will
help them tremendously, especially with them
playing the last two contest in Louisiana and
Texas.
"We got to get a win," said Gamecocks defensive back Eriles McCollough. "We're prepared to
do whatever it takes to come out with a "W."
"We're going to come out with a lot of emotions
and we're going to have our fans behind us and I
think that will be a plus for us since we been on
the road."
Gamecock quarterback Reggie Stancil seems to
be getting better as the season goes on. He had
his best performance of the season last week in
the loss to Southwest Texas. The Gamecock
offense is averaging 276.8 yards a game compared to the 386.7 yard averaged by the
Lumberjacks.
The stage has been set for a classic SFL game
tonight. Kick-off is at 6:30 p.m. tonight. The
game will also be televised on Fox SportsNet and
will also be played back on WJXS-TV 24.

As if its round-robin Trans
America Athletic Conference basketball schedule wasn't hard
enough, Jacksonville State's men's
team will also play Auburn,
Kentucky, College of Charleston,
Tennessee State, BirminghamSouthern and Alabama A&M this
season.
The Gamecocks will also be participating in the College of
Charleston Tournament and the UTChattanooga Dr. Pepper Classic.
"I like our schedule," said
Gamecock head coach Mike
LaPlante, who begins his first season guiding the Gamecocks. "It's
very demanding, but we'll accept
the challenge."
The Gamecocks finished 17-11
and advance to the TAAC tournament for the first time in school history last year, opens its season on
Nov. 17 at Alabama A&M in
Huntsville.
On Nov. 19, the
Gamecocks will travel to face
Aurbum before taking a trip to
Cincinnati to play Kentucky. Yes, I
said, "Kentucky." Talking about
beefing up your schedule, the additions of Auburn and Kentucky
almost seem like suicide for a first
year coach.
"We're very comfortable going
into the season. Our coaching staff
has been working very hard with
us," said Gamecock point guard
Tim "Penny" Lindsey. "I know that
I sound kind of funny by saying
that I'm confident, but I really am."
The basketball team will play two
exibition games before they start
regular season play. They will play
against Team Georgia on Nov. 2
and The Basketball Travelers team
on Nov. 9th.
The Gamecocks home and conference opener will be on Dec. 2,
when they face Jacksonville
University.
This season will definitely be a
test for not only first year coach,
Mike LaPlante, but the team in general.
"This is the type of schedule that
our players want to compete
against," said LaPlante. "It gives
us an opportunity to compete
agianst some of the best teams in
the country."
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One on O n e
with G L T h r i l 1 9
Cedric: I'm pretty good. Just chilling.
Thrill: That was a tough defeat over
the weekend. What is the mind set of
the team after that loss?
Cedric: It's like, unbeliecable. We
couldn't believe that we had lost.
Personally, I didn't play that well. As
a matter of fact, I played terrible. We
still should have won the game. We
just need to find a way to put things
together and find a way to win.
Thrill: It has to be heartbreaking to
be 2-4 right now when we could easily
have been 4-2.
ter what. That's what drives me to be the best"
Cedric: It's like seven points and a
By Anthonv Hill
couple plays in two games. It comes
down to the fourth quarter. It seems
I met Cedric Allen during his fresh- like the other teams are simply makmen year here at Jax State. I think his ing the plays.
f i t year was the year that I "retired Thrill: This is your senior season.
from the game of football. I saw him Do you feel like it's time for you to
and instantly knew that he was going have a series of break-out games?
to be an impact player. He has the Cedric: Yes, I feel like it's time. I just
size, hands and desire to be a great need to be more consistent and play
wide receiver in this game. within the offense. I just need to be
Unfortunately, during the four years more consistent.
he has been here he has never compet- Thrill: Do you feel like the style of
ed with the same style of offense and offense is hurting your chances to
it has ultimately hurt his performance make to the next level?
on the field. He is still a good wide Cedric: Um, no. We are working
receiver, he just hasn't had the chance with the running game. That really
to excel in an offense because he's helps because people are playing us
constantly learning a new one. Cedric with a lot of man coverage. It helps us
is a cool, down-to-earth type of guy get a little bit more open and gain a lot
that reminds you of the guy that you more yards.
used to hang out with before you came Thrill: The team is losing close
to college.
games. Why are we not able to pull
out the games in the end?
Thrill: How's it going Cedric?
Cedric: Some of the problems are

with the young guys. We will be los- We get a lot more students at the
ing and they feel like, "here we go games.
again," since we had been losing. We Thrill: Who are the players that you
just need to stick together and find a respect more than anyone else in football?
way to win.
Thrill: What type of player are you? Cedric: Jeny Rice, Chris Carter,
Who would you compare your style of (pause.) and probably Randy Moss.
play with? You remind me of Detroit Thrill: I knew that you were going to
say that.
Lions wide receiver Herman Moore.
Cedric: Yeah. I would say that I'm Thrill: Raised by your mother-Ms.
like Herman Moore. He's big, he uses Sarah Allen. What was the most
his body. He's not a speedster, but he endearing quality that she gave to
can still run. He has good hands, so I you?
Cedric: She is behind me regardless
would compare myself to him.
Thrill: You are a former quarterback. of the situation. If I did something
Do you feel like you would have been wrong, she's still there for me. She
better if you would have stayed at that taught me to always be there for the
ones that you love.
position?
Cedric: I think about that sometimes. Thrill: You are so cool and laid back.
(laughs.) I only played it one year, I Do you ever get "crunk?"
could have played it. I probably Cedric: (laughs.) I get "crunk," but I
would not have been here. I think that try to hold it down because if I get too
I might have been good considering excited I'll get tired. I have a lot of
my size and height. I don't regret intensity, but I don't really show it.
choosing receiver, because that is Thrill: Do you like to talk trash?
Cedric: I like to talk a little. I talked
what I want to play.
Thrill: How's Russell County doing a little more last year. You know, we
were passing the ball a little more. I
this year in high school football?
Cedric: Oh, temble, temble, terrible. talk a little to the DB's.
Thrill: You look like you play a little
(Both laugh.) Simply terrible.
Thrill: A lot of people feel like you basketball. Does anyone ever come
are under utilized in this offense. How up to you and ask you if you play?
Cedric: Yeah, they ask me. Some
do you feel about that?
Cedric: Well, as a receiver you want people ask why I did not play. I get a
to be used more. I would like to get lot of slack from some of my family
the ball about 10 to 15 times a game, for not playing. They felt like I should
but I play within the system. If I have have been playing basketball. They
to block linebackers or safeties, then used to tell me that I would never
make it playing football. A lot of
that is what 1'11 do.
Thrill: I think that Thursday will be things went on that wasn't so positive.
your night. You had a great game That is why I can convert back to my
mom. She told me to play whatever I
against Stephen F. Austin last year.
Cedric: I'm looking forward to it. I wanted to play.
especially like Thursday night games. Thrill: Where would you probably be

playing if you hadn't signed with Jax
State?
Cedric: More than likely, I would
have went to Troy State.
Thrill: Who's your favorite tearnmate?
Cedric: Favorite teammate? I would
have to go back to when I was playing
with my boy, Yesif (former JSU wideout.).
Thrill: So, tell me what you listen to
before the games.
Cedric: I listen to Pastor Troy, a little
Mystikal. Just something to get me
"crunk."
Thrill: What's up with the girls?
Have you settled down yet?
Cedric: (laughs.) I'm trying. (laughs
again.) I'm trying to settle down, but
nothing real serious.
Thrill: Free Association. Chris Rock.
Cedric: Just a character. He's going
to be real with you.
Thnill: Jerry Rice.
Cedric: Consistent. Great work
ethic.
Thrill: Reggie Stancil.
Cedric: Great athlete. He's a great
player. He's very smart. I would hke
for us to just turn him loose.
Thrilk Pastor Troy.
Cedric: (laughs.) Down south
Georgia boy.
Thrill:
Maxwell Thurmond.
(Gamecock cornerback.)
Cedric: Character. Comedian, but
he's cool though.
Thrill: What's next after football if
you don't make it to the next level.
Cedric: I want to get a job in business
management.
Thrill: Thank you for your time.
Good luck tonight.
Cedric: I appreciate it.

Dolphins creep by Camecocks
In the second half, Kloster,
Groven and the Lady Dolphins
It was a bittersweet farewell to the began heavy pressure on the JSU
three Jacksonville State University side of the field, eventually scoring
seniors Saturday afternoon. The the tying and winning goals less
Lady Gamecocks lost their final than ten minutes apart.
The 17-1, 9-0 Dolphins are
home game of the season 2-1 to the
top ranked team in the Trans favorite to win the TAAC tournaAmerica Athletic Conference, ment, which begins on Nov. 2 in
Boca Raton, Fla., but according to
Jacksonville University.
Jacksonville University's Stine Howe, everyone is on equal ground
Kloster and Trine Riis Groven each in the tournament.
"I think they (JU) will step up
scored a goal in the win for the
Dolphins. JU goalkeeper Melissa their game for the (TAAC) tournaCancio had seven saves and allowed ment," she said. "Our teams are
moving in separate directions right
only one goal.
Sophomore Angela Tribble scored now. Maybe we're going up and
the lone goal for the Lady they're coming back to earth."
For JSU seniors Bribrey, Wendy
Gamecocks on an assist from senior
Suzanne Bribrey, and goalkeeper Holleman, and Mary Stephenson
Adriana Finelli finished with six Saturday's game is in the past and
the TAAC tournament still lies
saves.
"We're disappointed with the loss, ahead. For coach Howe, the impact
especially by giving up the winning the senior trio has had on her team
goal so late," said JSU head coach is irreplaceable.
"They have made an immeasurable
Lisa Howe. "I do think we put
together one of our best games impact on our team and have raised
our standards," she said. "They
today."
The Lady Gamecocks scored the have given everything and played as
first goal of the game at 2356 mark hard as they could for four years."
The Lady Gamecocks fell to 9-8
and continued a consistent offensive
strike, while maintaining their overall and 5-4 in TAAC play foldefensive strategy and keeping the lowing travel to Middle Tennessee
Dolphinv at bay. Throughout the State on Friday to conclude the regfirst half, the Lady Gamecocks kept ular season.
a tight lid on their 1-0 lead.
By Soorts Information

Organization Could Win

TONIGHT at the ISU
vs Stephen F. Austin
: Game at 6:30 pm
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Lady Gamecocks golf
team breaks record

Where's the s~ortsmanshi~?

By Sports Information
At The University ArkansasLittle Rock Lady Trojan
Invitational, the Lady Gamecocks
finished 11th out of 18 teams and
shot a three-day record total of
916. The total is the third lowest
total in Lady Gamecock history.
Leading the charge for the Lady
Gamecocks was Marie-Eve Dion,
who shot a record individual low
of 69 in third round of competition. It was the lowest individual
round by a Lady Gamecock since
Marie Mattfolk shot a 71 last season. Individually, Dion finished
tied for 13th.
Angie Green also shot the
course well. Her three-round
totals were 74, 79 and 74. Green
finished tied for 29th.
"Our team is very young. We
have three sophomores, one
freshmen and one senior," said
head coach James Hobbs. "We
played well for two rounds and
had one poor one, but we played
against a very good field.
Oklahoma is in the top 20 in the
nation."

rush the pitcher. Baseball itself has but a lengthy suspension and a
its share of taunting. The hitters warning of expulsion. Nobody
admiring their home runs and trot- wants to lose a job, or scholarship,
on a gaping wound. They will hold ting slowly around the bases. or current standing on the team.
It's a violent world in which we
it for now, but it will eventually fall Pitchers like to stare down their
strikeout
victims.
live
in; and the world of sports
off and the wound will show again.
I
think
that
it's
time
for
the
sometimes
reflects it all too clearly.
College and pro football players
leagues,
NCAA
and
even
the
athletIt's
a
frightening
picture coming
stand over the prone body of an.
ic
directors
at
high
schools
everyinto
focus.
Sports
has
always been
opponent, wagging their fingers
where
to
step
up
and
get
control
of
about
toughness
and
heart.
Being
down or shaking their head at him.
the
bad
sportsmanship.
At
some
tough
and
being
stupid
is
the
differHockey players are going to court
for maliciously clobbering another point, before it's too late. Any play- ence here. Too many athletes are
player in the face. The crazy part er leaving the bench must be penal- letting stupidity stand in the place of
about that is that the particular play- ized, and not just with a huge fine, toughness.
er that I'm talking about said that
was art of the "
game. Useless trash
- - -- 3talking and taunting after nearly
every foul and basketball in the
@
NBA. I'm all for celebration. I love
Domino's now hiring in Jacksonville.
to watch Deon Sanders high-step
Flexible Hours (work with students).
down the field on a punt return,
All Positions Available,
Latrell Sprewell give
the "look"
after a dunk and to watch the rest of
Earn $10-$15/hour.
the Gamecock defense jump all over
Apply inperson between 11 and 3 pm
Natarsha James after he made a
"brone-crushing" hit on someone.
There is just a line that needs to be
,
drawn.
Hiring On-Campus Reps
7
The most inexcusable trend is
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH, GO FREE!!
bench clearing brawls and intentionStudents Travel Services
a1 beams by a pitcher. During the
America's
#1 Student Tour Operator
last two seasons the amount of
Jamaica,
Mexico,
Bahamas, Europe, Florida
fights on the diamond has been
Q)
unprecedented. The art of pitching
1-800-648-4849
the ball inside is dead, because even
close calls end up causing batters to

A sports editorial
By Anthony Hill
I can't help but to talk about what
all of the other journalist across the
country have been talking about for
the past week. That is the Roger
Clemens and Mike Piazza situation
that hav~enedlast Sundav. For the
unfamiliar, Mike Piazza broke his
bat on a pitch by Clemens in the first
inning of the game. Clemens took
half of the bat that had flew into the
infield and flung it back towards the
dugout. The only problem with that
is that Piazza was in the area and it
almost hit him. He got mad and
almost charged Clemens.
There is hardly a day that goes by
without a disgusting display of poor
sportsmanship and childish machismo that results in a huge fight or allout brawl. Toughness and heart is
one thing; but it's beyond that now.
There is an underlying fear among
league officials of amateur and pro
sports that this spreading disease is
incurable. Fines and suspensions
are equivalent to putting a band aid
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Bruins To Begin Competition In 2001-02
By Sports Information

phrase "Scholar athlete" -a phrase
that defines Belmont University's
Macon, Ga.-Trans
America aspirations. This membership is a
Athletic Conference Commissioner great gift to our student-athletes as
Bill Bibb announced today the addi- it gives them the opportunity to
tion of Belmont University, compete for NCAA Division I
Nashville. Tennessee. effective July Championships and aligns them in a
competitive environment where
1, 2001.
"Belmont University is an excel- they can be successful," Dr. Fisher
lent institution with a tradition of added.
"The TAAC is a great fit for our
athletic and academic achieveprogram,"
Belmont
ment," Bibb stated. "We are athletic
ex-tremely pleased to add a school Athletics Director Mike Strickland
which fits so well into the growing stated. "We are committed to develsuccess the TAAC has enjoyed in oping the whole person and hold
academics among our student-athrecent years."
Belmont, founded in 1951 and letes in very high regard. I think
located at the top of Music Row in these values and attributes are
downtown Nashville, Tennessee, shared by the other members of the
currently lists an enrollment of TAAC. I could not be happier for
2,976 students. Listed among the our coaches and student-athletes as
top
20
Southern
~ e ~ i o n a this
l is a moment that they have been
Universities in U.S. News and anticipating for a long time."
Belmont, which will begin comWorld Report, Belmont is fully
accredited by the Southern petition in the TAAC in 2001-02,
Association of Colleges and fields teams in each of the TAAC's
Schools and is affiliated with the 15 Championship sports."The
Tennessee Baptist Convention. The membership is excited about enterschool offers undergraduate degrees ing the Nashville market and we
in 57 major areas of study and feel that Belmont will immediately
offers master's degrees in eight dif- add competitive and spirited competition to the TAAC," Bibb said,
ferent areas.
"We are ecstatic that we have been "The support from the local cominvited to join the Trans America munity is exceptional and the area
Athletic Conference, Belmont offers a great environment and
President Dr. Robert C. Fisher stat- arena for our student-athletes to
ed. "The TAAC is a conference that visit and compete in."
understands the meaning of the
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402 North Pelham Road Jacksonville, Alabama 36265

*CompleteJSU Greek Headquarters
*JSU Licensed Merchandise
*Ballerina Southerners Merchandise
*ScreenPrinting & Embroidery
*FullEngraving Services
'Trophies, Plaques & all Types of Awards
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Paintings/Pictures 40% Off
With A Valid JSU ID
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Fax: (256) 435-4372
*Located In The College Center, Next To Bahama Sun & Subway
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Luxury Living for College Students

(behind the Church of Christ Student Center)

www.ThePlaceToLive.com

* 4-br 4-bath, 2-br 2-bath units

Private bath off each bedroom
Fully furnished & unfurnished
avaitable - You pick!
FREE Washer & dryer in each apt
Individual leases
* Minutes from campus
High speed internet

* FREE expanded cable
* ~oomrnatematching
Clubhouse with ping pang, pool table,
faosball,stereo, arid TV
Sparkling swimming pool
Sand volleyball court
* Lighted tennis court
* State-of-the-art fitness center

Call for Current Rent Specials!
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